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Direct Dark Matter Searches!

0- Context 

1- Elastic scattering rates 

2- Detection principle: signal and 
backgrounds 

3- Review of current experiments  
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Recommended reading!
  Particle Dark Matter : observations, models and searches, G. Bertone (dir.), Cambridge 

University Press, 2010. 
•  Recent and complete review of direct dark matter searches  

  Supersymmetric Dark Matter, G. Jungman, M. Kamionkowski and K. Griest, Phys. Rep. 267, 
195 (1996). 
•  First comprehensive reviews on all aspects of supersymmetric dark matter and its detection 

  Particle Dark Matter: Evidence, Candidates and Constraints, G. Bertone, D. Hooper, and J. 
Silk, Phys. Rep. 405, 279 (2005). 
•  A more recent reviews on dark matter and its detection 

  Review of mathematics, numerical factors, and corrections for dark matter experiments based 
on elastic nuclear recoils, J. D. Lewin and P. F. Smith, Astropart. Phys. 6, 87 (1996). 
•  Complete – and easy to follow – presentation of all ingredients needed to calculate experimental recoil spectra in a 

given detector for a given WIMP model. Must-read for all. 

  Particle Data Group: sections Cosmology, Dark Matter et Detectors for non-accelerators 
physics 
•  http://pdg.lbl.gov/ 
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0- DIRECT SEARCH: CONTEXT!
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Cold Dark Matter in the Universe!
  Cold Dark Matter present at all scales in the Universe… 

  Searched as a new particle at LHC 
  Searched via the remains of its decay in cosmic rays (γ, ν, e+, antimatter) 
  … Direct seach: collision of WIMPs from our galactic halo on target nuclei I 

a laboratory on Earth 
•  Proof that Dark Matter is present in our environment 
•  After discovery: observatory for WIMP velocity distribution in our environment? 
•  Sensitive to local WIMP density ρDM (not to the cosmological density ΩDM) 
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  Cosmology: ΩDarkMatter  ~ 0.268 +- 0.02 ( 1.3 Mproton /m3 )	

  Astrophysics: Localy, ρDM  ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3 ( 0.3 Mproton /cm3 )  

Hypothesis: thermal production in the Big Bang 

  Particle physics: pair production (and annihilation) 

  Big Bang Thermodynamics: ΩDarkMatter proportional to σannihilation: 

<σannihilationv> / (ΩDMh2)    ~      0.3 x 10-27 cm3/s  

  Miracle WIMP: For Ω = 0.27,  σannihilation ~ Weak Nuclear Force. 

  Big Bang Thermodynamics +Weak Force: MWIMP ~ 10 – 10 000 GeV/c2 

 Predictions are possible for identifying WIMPs in 3 channels : 

1.   Creation at LHC (σcreation) 

2.   Annihilation producs in      

 cosmic rays (σannihilation) 

3.   Elastic Scattering on target nuclei     

  (σscattering) 

Can we detect WIMPs?!
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Direct search schematics!
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Observables: Event rate, Erecoil , θrecoil  (recoil range is related to Erecoil)!
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Risk Analysis!
  One, two or three of the detection methods can fail:  

•  Dark matter may not exist as a particle 

•  Dark matter particles may have decayed since the Big Bang 

•  By accident, the local Dark Matter density is very small 

•  Dark matter particle exists, but their non-gravitational interaction with normal matter is strongly suppressed 
(e.g.: the “WIMP miracle” is a fluke: there was no thermal production … ) 

  Given the uncertainties on WIMPs, positive or negative results are needed on the 
three search methods. Each method has advantages and drawbacks   

  LHC and indirect searches are performed in experiments dedicated to other physics 
anyways (particle physics, cosmic rays). Direct Searches are on dedicated 
instruments (although some can perform other type of rare event searches) 

  New “proof” of absence/presence of Dark Matter per ~month: should we wait before 
investing in a Direct Search experiment? No, too many clues are pointing to that 
direction… and it takes decades to develop proper experimental techniques 
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Mν = 100 TeV                   Mν = 100 GeV 

Method suggested in 1985 (28 years ago!) by Goodman + Witten 

•  Predict rates between 4 and 1400 events/kg/day for heavy ν. 

  As early as 1987, first significant constraints (exclusion of a heavy ν) with 

ionization Ge and Si detectors: sensitivity to ~ few evts/kg/day 
•  Ge: S. P. Ahlen, et al., Phys. Lett. B 195 (1987) 603 

•  Ge: D. O. Caldwell, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 61 (1988) 510 

•  Si: D. O. Caldwell, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 (1990) 1305 

  To do better, need better rejection of radioactive backgrounds 
•  Competition between techniques: Pulse-shape discrimination in NaI? Phonon+ Ionization 

detectors [Shutt et al, PRL 69 (1992) 3531]? CsI? Liquid Ar? 2-phase Xenon? Bubbles? Etc … 

Historical notes!
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Basic questions !

  Direct Dark Matter searches are simple: just look at a 

large number of nuclei and see if any of them recoils due 

to a hit-and-run collision with a WIMP, but… 

  How many such events can we expect per unit time and 

per number of target nuclei? 

  How big is the kinetic energy involved in such collisions? 

  What is the fake rate and how can we reject it? 
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1- SCATTERING RATES!
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Let’s now follow Lewin and Smith to calculate… 
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Scattering probability!

  Collision rate (per unit time) R:!

    R = φ σA Ntarget 

 φ  =  WIMP flux (WIMP/cm2/s)  =  (ρW/MW) v!

 σA = cross-section for the elastic scattering of a WIMP on a nucleus 
(cm2, barn or picobarn) 1 pb = 10-36 cm2!

 Ntarget = number of target nuclei exposed to the flux φ !

# # # Need massive detectors (Ntarget)!
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Scattering probability!
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The search domain!
  We don’t know (yet) what is the mass of the WIMPs 

  We don’t know (yet) what is the cross-section for WIMP-nucleus 

scattering 

  Generic searches for ALL WIMPs masses MW and ALL cross-section σ. 

  A given experiment will be able to probe a certain region of (MW, σ):  

“exclusion plots” 
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1.1- RATES: WIMP FLUX!
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Let’s now follow Lewin and Smith to calculate… 
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Flux: WIMP velocity distributions!

  Exact calculation extremely difficult!
•  N-body calculation, N=∞, Gravity range = ∞ !
•  No dissipation: WIMPs donʼt “stick” together as ordinary matter!

  Equilibrium: Kinetic energy ~ -Potential energy/2!
  Simplest (crudest) case: spherical isothermal halo!

•  Maxwellian velocity distribution:!

•  v0 ~ 220 km/s ( vrms =  sqrt(3/2)v0 = 270 km/s ) !
•  Truncated to escape velocity from Galaxy ( vesc ~ 544 km/s )!

  More realistic halo model: heated debate!
•  Central cusp? clumps? triaxial? caustics? tidal flows? Comoving?!
•  Direct search mostly sensitive to average v2 (if not too clumpy)!

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Sun and Earth velocities!

  Sun around the galaxy: ~235 km/s!
                                                             (energy boost)!
  Earth around the sun: 30 km/s (~60o to Galactic plane)!

  Annual modulation of ± 7% of v|| → ~ ± 3% on WIMP flux!
  Modulation more sensitive to detailed halo model  !

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

f (v) =  

f ( v; vo, vescape,  
 vsun, vearth ) 
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Kinematics!
  For MWIMP ~ 100 GeV/c2 and vWIMP ~ 200 km/s: 

  (vWIMP/c) = 0.7 % 

Good news #1: non relativistics! Use Newtonian kinematics… 

  MWIMP = 10+8 keV/c2 

  Ekinetic = ½ MWIMP (v/c)2 = 22 keV 

Good news #2: a single 22 keV deposit is detectable in (good) conventional 

detectors used in nuclear physics 

  Momentum = pc = sqrt(2 MWIMP vWIMP c) ~ 66 MeV 

  Associated wavelenght λ = h/p ~ 20 fm : larger but comparable 

to nuclear radii (2-7 fm) 

~Good news #3: we can first consider the whole nucleus as a “point-like” 

particle but will need to consider quantum physics corrections 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Dealing with the velocity distribution f(v)!

  If vSun+Earth = 0, and vESCAPE = infinity, the probability to 

have a velocity would be given by the Maxwellian 

distribution: 

  dP(v) = v2 dv * exp(-v2/v0
2) / [πv0

2]3/2 

  If we shift this distribution by vE = vSun+Earth , the 

normalization remains the same: 

  dP(v) = v2 dv * exp(-(|v+vE|)2/v0
2) / [πv0

2]3/2 

  The normalization constant becomes a bit more involved if 

we truncate the velocity distribution to exclude v>vESCAPE 

  [πv0
2]3/2 -> [πv0

2]3/2 * 

  But we’ll come back later to the problem of the escape 

velocity…  

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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More realistic velocity distributions?!
  Triaxial halo? Clumps? 

  May use results of many-body 

DM simulations [e.g. Vogelsberger 

et al, astro-ph/0812.0362]: some 

deviations wrt simple Maxwel 

distribution 

  So far, using a very simple 

halo model is advantageous to 

compare experiments between 

themselves… 

  Will be another story when a 

signal is found… 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Total scattering rate (1)!

  We want a rate R per unit time and per kilograms, for a 

target of atomic mass A (in a.m.u.=g/mol). 

  R = ( 1000 N0/A ) σ0 φ   (N0 = 6.022x1023) 

  The flux is due to n0 WIMP per volume, n0 = ρWIMP/MWIMP 

  σ0 = scattering cross-section on a nucleus:. 

  Must integrate over the velocity distribution. Contribution 

dR from the flux   n0 v dP(v)    of WIMPs with velocity v: 

  dR  =  ( N0/A ) σ0  n0 v dP(v) 

  Total rate is thus obtained by averaging v over P(v) 

  R  =  ( N0/A ) σ0  n0 <v> 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Total scattering rate (2)!
  For vE=0 and infinite VESCAPE, <v> = 2/sqrt(π) v0, so L&S define a 

reference rate R0: 

  R0  =  2/sqrt(π) ( N0/A ) σ0  n0 v0 

  The numerical value is: 

  R0  = 540 * σ * (ρWIMP/0.4) * (v0/230) / A / MWIMP 

 … in events per kg of target and per day, for σ in pb, ρWIMP in 

GeV/cm3, v0 in km/s, A in a.m.u. and MWIMP in GeV/c2. 

  The rates R(vE, VESCAPE) for vE≠0 and finite VESCAPE are: 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

~1 in most cases 

~1.30 for vE~v0 
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Differential scattering rate!

  In practice, we don’t measure the rate R but the number 

of events where the recoil energy of the target is larger 

than some threshold value 

  We need the differential rate dR/dTA, where TA is the 

kinetic energy of the recoil 

  We can then integrate dR/dTA above the threshold Tmin 
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Collision in centre-of-mass frame (1)!

  Lab frame 

•  MA mass of target 

•  MW mass of WIMP 

  C.M. frame 

MW(v-V) = MAV 

  CM velocity: 

V=v*MW/(MA+MW) 

  Scattering angle in CM: θ* 

  Nucleus velocity after 

collision in LAB, vA: 

V*sqrt[(1-cosθ*)2+(-sinθ*)2] 

(if θ*=0, vA=0) 
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Collision in centre-of-mass frame (2)!

  vA    = V*sqrt[2(1-cosθ*)] 

  TA   = ½ MA (vA)2     = kinetic energy of recoil in lab 

   = ½ MA 2 V2 (1-cosθ*) 

   = ½ MA 2 v2*MW
2/(MA+MW)2 (1-cosθ*) 

   = T * [ MA MW
 / (MA+MW)2 ] * 2(1-cosθ*) 

  where T = ½ MW v2 is the initial WIMP kinetic energy 

  and L&S call r = 4[ MA MW
 / (MA+MW)2 ] for simplicity 

1.  TRECOIL goes from 0 (grazing collision) to rT (max impact) 

2.  Maximal energy transfer when r is maximum, and that 

happens for MA=MW when r=1… the target can then fully 

stop the WIMP, like in the game of pool! 
Note: TWIMP after the collision can’t be measured, so we don’t care about it 
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Collision in centre-of-mass frame (3)!

  If no axis is preferred (evidently the case for spin-

independent interactions), all solid angles d(cosθ*)dφ* are 

populated equally, so the probability to scatter at a given 

angle is: 

  dP(θ*,φ*)/dΩ*  =  1 / ( 4π ) 

  dP(cosθ*)/dcosθ*  =  1 / 2 

  If there is a uniform distribution of cosθ*, then it will be 

the same for TA = 2 r (1-cosθ*) T: 

  dP(TA;T)/dTA   =  ½ / (dTA/dcosθ*) 

     =  1 / ( rT ) 

… and the integral of dP(TA) for TA between 0 and rT is indeed 1 
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Differential cross-sections (1)!

  The differential rate of recoils with energy TA is the sum of the 

contributions of the WIMPs with velocity able to give as much 

kinetic energy to a recoil.   

  For vE=0 and infinite VESCAPE, the kinetic energy of the WIMP 

must be above Emin = TA/r. 

  The integration we did for the total rates 

  R = (N0/A) σ0 n0  v dP(v) 

 … has a new integration range and we take into account the 

probability of having a recoil TA for a given recoil T: 

  dR/dTA = (N0/A) σ0 n0  v dP(v) dP(TA;T)/dTA 
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Differential cross-sections (2)!
   

  dR/dTA = (N0/A) σ0 n0  v dP(v) dP(TA;T)/dTA 

  vdP(v) is proportional to v3dv = TdT and the term exp(-v2/v0
2) is 

exp(-T/T0) where T0 = ½ MWv0
2. 

  dP(TA;T)/dTA is simply 1/(rT), so it comes to integrate exp(-T/T0) 

between Emin and infinity (vE=0 and infinite VESCAPE). 

  dR/dTA    =  R0 exp[-TA/(rE0)] / ( rE0 )    =  dR(0,∞)/dTA 

  For vE > 0 the integral is not as simple: 

  For finite VESCAPE, the L&S truncation is a bit too approximate, it’s better 

to use Gondolo, hep-ph/0209110 
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Example of recoil energy spectra!

  Reminder: Erecoil was our TA 

  <Erecoil> ~ ½ rT = ¼ MW v2 

  ~Exponential distribution   
 of v2 → 

 ~Exponential distribution   
 of EWIMP 

  Flat distribution of cosθ*   
 → flat distribution   
 of Erecoil/EWIMP   

  → Exponential distribution of Erecoil 
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Influence of Recoil Energy Thresholds!

  The integrated rate above a given threshold varies rapidly 

with that threshold! 

  The effect is very strong for low-mass WIMPs 
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Influence of velocities!
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1.2- RATES: CROSS-SECTION!

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

Let’s now follow Lewin and Smith to calculate… 
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Cross-sections!

  Now that we know how to hande the WIMP flux in our 

calculation, let’s turn to the cross-section 

  So far σ0 was a cross-section for the scattering on a 

nucleus with A nucleons, of radius r<<h/pWIMP 

  Fundamental particle physics theories (for example: the 

WIMP is a neutralino χ) begin with a prediction for a 

scattering cross-section on a quark 

•  Hadronic physics will give what is the relation between this 

cross-section and the cross-section on a nucleon (n or p) 

•  Nuclear physics will give what is the relation of this second 

cross-section with the one for a nucleus containing Z protons 

and (A-Z) neutrons 
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From the quark to a nucleon (1)!
  χ-nucleon scattering cross-section can be calculated within SUSY!

  Separation spin dependent (SD) / independent (SI): most general 
expression for most types of interactions, even beyond SUSY!

  In a nucleus, spin of quarks add incoherently!
•  Spin of most nucleons cancels out in most nucleus: incoherent sum!
•  In a nucleus, quark masses add coherently!
•  Strange quark content dominates! (ok, known to some precision)!
•  Expect large coherence effects for SI (Good,that will help!) !

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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From the quark to a nucleon (2)!
  χ-nucleon scattering cross-section can be calculated within SUSY!

  The spin-independent cross-section depends on massive virtual 
particles… Neutralinos tend to couple to the heaviest quarks in nucleons: 
the strange quarks from the sea. !

•  The quark-to-nucleon scaling depends a lot on the strangeness content of the 
nucleons: see e.g. Ellis et al, astro-ph/0110225, discussing factor ~3 variations 
in cross-section depending on the choice of parameters!
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Nucleon-to-nucleus scaling (1)!
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Nucleon-to-nucleus scaling (2)!
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Nuclear form factors (semiclassical picture)!
  Nucleons inside sphere of radius  

 R ~ 1.2 A1/3 fm 

  Diffraction: Interference between 
outgoing scattered waves coming from 
different scattering centers inside that 
sphere 

  Integrated effect (~Fourier transform of 
nuclear density) depends on the 
transferred momentum                  

 q = MAvA = sqrt(2MATA) 

 (but not of nature of probe: can use µ 
scattering to evaluate F(q)) 

  SI: Sphere of constant density: 

  FSI(q) = 3(sinx-xcosx)/x3  
 with x = q R / hbar 

  SD: use other, appropriate, F(q) 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Nuclear form factors!
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Form Factors!
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2.3 Spectre de recul théorique de WIMPs 33
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FIG. 2.5 – Facteur de forme SI pour des noyaux de germanium (a), d’iode (b) et de xénon (c).

TAB. 2.1 – Taux d’événements théorique entre 0 ou 20 keV et 200 keV de recul pour trois noyaux :
germanium, iode et xénon (pour = 100 GeV/c et = 10 pb).

Taux d’événements (/kg/j)
A Sans facteur de forme Avec facteur de forme

0-200 keV 20-200 keV 0-200 keV 20-200 keV
72.61 7.06 4.58 3.77 1.68
126.9 22.2 14.6 6.65 1.57
131.29 23.7 15.6 6.82 1.51

peu près égaux pour les trois noyaux.
Les expériences devront faire un compromis entre un grand , mais pas trop, ce qui est le cas du ger-
manium où le taux d’événements total est faible mais peu modifié par la prise en compte du facteur de
forme ou d’un seuil en énergie de recul.
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. Par exemple dans [79], on trouve une expression analytique pour les trois cœfficients,
, et , sous la forme de polynômes du sixième degré permettant un calcul des trois facteurs de

forme isoscalaire, isovecteur et d’interférences.
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FIG. 2.7 – Facteurs de forme pour une interaction SD dans les cas isoscalaire, isovectoriel et couplé
pour un noyau de germanium à partir des relations données dans [79].

La figure 2.7 montre les trois facteurs de forme en fonction de l’énergie de recul pour un noyau de
germanium. Ils ont une allure similaire, ce qui permet de faire l’approximation usuelle [79, 80] que ces
trois facteurs de forme sont identiques pour avoir un facteur de forme indépendant du nucléon couplé,
neutron ou proton. Dans le calcul du spectre de recul, on peut donc prendre une des trois expressions pour
le facteur de forme. Prendre le facteur de forme d’interférences induit une incertitude d’environ 6. 5
et 5 % sur le taux d’événements théorique respectivement pour = 1 TeV/c et = 100 GeV/c
(cf. § 6.2.2).

2.3.4 Spectre de recul théorique final

A présent, on peut tracer le spectre de recul des WIMPs sur un noyau de germanium dans les cas
dépendant et indépendant du spin à partir des équations (2.25) et (2.26) . Le spectre dépend des valeurs
prises pour les paramètres du halo (éq. (2.25)). Nous avons choisi les valeurs habituellement utilisées :
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Form factor and A2 boost!

  As A increases, the A2 boost 

is slowly eaten away by the 

form factor (R ~ 1.2 A1/3 fm)  

  Example MW=100 GeV: 

  AGe = 73, µW-Ge = 43 

  AXe = 131, µW-Ge = 59 

  (131/73)2 = 3.22 

•  But rate/kg goes as 1/A… 

and we should not forget µ2. 

  (AXe/Age)(µXe/µGe)2 = 3.31 

  With form factors: rate ratio 

= 1.8 only 
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Spin-dependent (SD) vs spin-independent (SI)!

  In many models, like SUSY, the SD is already excluded or mixed with 

some SI (and SI then dominates because of supplementary A2 factor).  

  SD is probed more efficiently by indirect searches (e.g. IceCube) or even 

LHC, because the direct search do not gain via the A2 boost. 

  SI direct search favored (-> high-A targets favored instead of high-spin 

ones),  … but that remains a search bias 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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IC/Amanda 2011!

CMS Moriond EW 2012 + PRD85 (2012) 042002 
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Choice of target atomic mass!

  Coherence favors large 
atomic masses A 

  … until form factor 
takes its bite 

  Thresholds may vary 

  A>~40 is ok 

  Costs per kg may vary 

  Lower A is ok if 
detector size is ok 

  Variety of targets 
essential to check    
A dependency and 
systematics control 
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Summary of ingredients (1)!
First three ingredients usually taken from the Lewin and Smithʼs prescriptions 

for comparing experiments.!
  ρW , WIMP density in the laboratory!

•  Local measurements suggests ~0.4 GeV/cm3 but adopted reference is 0.3!
•  Observed rate ∝ σn × ρW!

   f(v), WIMP velocity distribution!
•  Dependence on average vrms, not much on f(v) details (except: modulation)!
•  Adopted reference: Isothermal halo, vrms = 270 km/s (v0 = 220 km/s), vescape = 

544 km/s, + sun (235 km/s) and earth (0±15 km/s)  velocities.!

  σA/σn , nucleon-to-nucleus scaling of scattering cross-section!
•  Nuclear form factors matter (from ~0.2 to 1).!
•  A2 µ2 scaling (spin-indep. case) dominates for A > 30 in MSSM.!
•  A < 30, non-MSSM WIMPs: spin-dependent may dominate. No large gains from 

scaling, more model-dependence, poor rates. !

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Summary of ingredients (2)!

  Last two ingredients usually left as free parameters of the 
searches:!

  MW , WIMP mass!
•  Taken from SUperSYmmetric (or other) Model prediction !

•  Method works from a few GeV/c2 to >10 TeV/c2!
•  Typical SUSY range: from 50 GeV/c2 to 1 TeV/c2!

  σn, WIMP-nucleon cross-section!
•  Taken from SUperSYmmetric (or other) prediction!
•  Method could maybe work down to 10−11 pb!
•  Typical SUSY range: 10−6 to 10−11 pb (kg.day -> ton.year)!

  Generic search: test all values of (MW , σn )  

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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How we share the world!
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Astrophysics 

Experiments 

Correct for 
σnucleon/σquark 

Predict σnucleon(MW) Measure σnucleon(MW) 

ρ = 0.3 GeV/cm3 

Maxwell: v0=220 km/s 
Vsun=235, Vescape=544 

Correct for 
F(q) 

σnucleus/σnucleon 

Use agreed-upon numbers and corrections,  
even if we know these are not the most correct choices 

Theoretical 
Particle physics 

Evaluate 
efficiencies 
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Quick rate calculation!
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10-8 
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1.3- DIRECTIONALITY!

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

Some notes on… 
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Directionality: use vEarth to detect WIMP wind!

  Average WIMP wind      

 direction due to vE 

  θRECOIL ≠ θWIMP                                           

but <θRECOIL >=<θWIMP> 

   

  Need a good resolution on the recoil direction (and head/tail 

discrimination) despite the very short range of the recoil 

  Astrophysics bonus: measure of f(v) 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

cosθ 

MW 100GeV 
Br  recoil 
Eth >100keV  
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head  tail 
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Nuclear recoils!

  Difficult to observe θrecoil and Range"

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

20 keV Ge recoils !
in crystal Ge:!

Range ~20 nm!

20 keV Kr recoils !
in gaseous Kr:!
Range ~30 µm!

S
R
IM
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Directionality of nuclear recoils!
  Molecular Dynamic Simulations of « hot » atoms produced by a 

10 keV Si or Ge recoil (Nordlund, 1998) 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 

Range: <20 nm Range: <10 nm 

Permanent damages due to this 
« femtoGray » dose 
(negligible in metals, but maybe not in 
semiconductors?) 
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Directionality!

  Idea: check for recoil tracks in ancient mica, θrecoil ~ −vsun !
•  Problem: direction of vsun, vearth changes constantly, continental drift..."

  Idea: low-pressure gas TPC detector (DRIFT+MIMAC project)!
•  Problems: “expand” track length to ~cm (low-density target), keep e−/

ion diffusion low (negative CS2 ions instead of e−), target density..."

  Idea: use emulsions!
•  Not trivial to scan short tracks in >> kg-year exposure with known 

velocity direction !

  Observe Erecoil instead, use detector mass as target."
•  Count events with “unexplained” energy deposited in a detector!
•  Need differential Rate vs Erecoil!

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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Annual modulation!
  Need large statistics: flux 

modulation is ~½ (±15/235) = 
±3%, or less when considering 
experimental thresholds 

  Claimed to be observed (~±2%) 
at low-energy in NaI (DAMA) 

  Non-modulating component     
(~1 evt/kg/day) is ~total rate    
in NaI, but not observed in Ge, 
Xenon, CaWO4 and CsI. 

  Signal in low-efficiency, 
 near-threshold region 

  No “source off” expt. possible 

July 2013 ISAPP 2013: Direct Dark Matter Searches 
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1.4 CONCLUSIONS ON RATES!
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Direct searches Domain!
Apply to any particle able to scatter elasticaly on an atomic nucleus 

(Neutralino χ, Kaluza-Klein, mirror, scalar...) 

  ... If the kinetic energy of the WIMP EWIMP is not too small 
•  MWIMP ∼ 100 GeV/c2 (supersymmetry) and v ∼ 200 km/s correspond to 

an average  EWIMP ∼ 20 keV (hard X ray). 

  … If  MWIMP ∼ Mnucleus  
•  Optimal momentum transfer for MWIMP = Mnucleus ∼ 100 GeV/c2 

corresponding to an atomic weight of A ∼ 100 g/mol 

  ... If the scattering probability is not zero 
•  It’s small, otherwise we would have already seen it 

•  Quantum field theory suggest a relationship between the probability of 
creating, annihilation or scattering these particles, depending on the 
interaction. Weak force, supersummetry : kilo.day… or ton.year. 
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